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Abstract 

We developed an application that provides a new way of interacting with video conferencing              
by using facial expressions. Our project proposes the use of facial expressions to interact with               
this application to perform the following functions: receive/dismiss a video call, change the             
features of the video call (volume), add a new person to a call and end the call. It is an                    
alternative way of interact with a video call without using the familiar mouse and keyboard. 

We wanted to know whether this type of interaction is convenient and practical and also if it                 
will be simple and intuitive for the user. 

Introduction 

We want to offer users an alternative way of interaction with video conferencing. Sometimes              
you're busy and working with something but you get a call. You want to continue working                
but at the same time having the call so, you move the computer closer so the camera can                  
recognize your face. If you want to take this call but your hands are not free you nod your                   
head. During the call, you can still do your own business, because to interact with the                
application you only have to use  your facial gestures.  

Related work 

We could not find any work related to the control of video calls with facial gestures or head                  
movements, there are several projects that purpose controlling different devices using the            
head as a mouse, such as EVA Facial Mouse and Camera Mouse. These two programs allow                
controlling the movement of the cursor by means of slight movements of the head. 

EVA Facial Mouse was created by the Vodafone Foundation. It allows access to the              
functions of the mobile device by tracking the user's head through the front camera of the                
devices. From the movement of the head, it allows to control a pointer on screen (as a mouse)                  
that provides direct access to the elements of the user interface. Some of the groups that can                 
benefit from this application are people with amputations, cerebral palsy, spinal cord injury,             
muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and other          
disabilities. 

Camera Mouse was invented at Boston College to help people with disabilities use the              
computer. 



Also, we found another program called HeadMouse that use facial actions to control different              
modalities of clicks. 

HeadMouse is a program that allows to control the movement of the cursor by means of                
slight movements of the head and to realize clicks by means of facial actions. The operation                
of the device is based on the use of a camera to capture the movement of the user's head in                    
front of the screen. People with motor disabilities have access to mouse control through head               
movements with all the functions of "drag" incorporated, while facial actions (open mouth or              
wink eyes) become various modalities of "click". 

All of these projects offer almost the same variety of gestures. We were inspired by this                
projects but we wanted to go further and not only use the head as a simple mouse control but                   
to include some facial gestures. 

_____________________________________________ 

http://www.fundacionvodafone.es/app/eva-facial-mouse 

http://www.cameramouse.org/ 

http://robotica.udl.cat/headmouse.html 

  

Prototype (Scenarios & Methods) 

The interface of our prototype is shown on Figure 1. We selected this design to make                
interaction with it more understandable.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Main talk menu 

http://www.fundacionvodafone.es/app/eva-facial-mouse
http://www.cameramouse.org/
http://robotica.udl.cat/headmouse.htm


There are 4 main fields: 
1) Icons of actions: we use this field to show three of the function of our application, we use                   
three icons to show if the volume was turned on or it was turned off or a person was added to                     
the conversation.  
 
2) Face tracking data: here it can be seen the information about the gestures that are                
performing by the user in the current moment, such as: in the right place (shows if the user in                   
the right place from webcam to perform all of the gestures, if not – the gestures will not be                   
triggered), head down, head up, turn face left, turn face right, tilt left, tilt right, eyebrows up                 
and mouth closed. 
 
3) Place for video: in this field incoming call video appears. 
 
4) Pop-up menu with contacts: it appears only after performing an specific gesture.  
 
On Figure 2 are examples of our working interface. The red color means that the gesture is                 
not perform in the current moment. 
 
The green color in “face tracking data” window symbolizes that the concrete gesture was              
performed correctly. For example: when the user tilts head right, green color appears. 
 
The green color in “icons of actions” window symbolizes that the action was triggered              
accurately. For example: when the user turns on the volume, “volume on” icon becomes              
green. 
 

 
  

Fig. 2. Examples of the  interface 
 
 



We have created two prototypes with two different sets of gesture, with the same              
functionality in both of them, that are: 

● Answer/dismiss or end the call. 
● Turning the volume on and off. 
● Adding a person to the conversation from a specific list of contacts. 

 

The gestures that we are using in our first prototype are: 

● Answer/dismiss and end the call – moving the head up/down 
 

  
 

● Volume off/on – tilting the head right/left 

  
  

● Choosing a person from a list – raising the eyebrows / Selecting(add) a person –               
closing the lips 

  

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The gestures that we are using in the second prototype are: 

● Answer/dismiss and end the call – moving the head down/moving the head from side              
to side 

  

  
● Volume on/off – raising the eyebrows/closing the lips 

 

  
● Choosing a person from a list – tilting the head right and hold it in this position /                  

Selecting (add) a person from a list – moving the head back to the central position 
  
  

  
  

Technical requirements 

For developing our application we decided to use FaceOSC based on Processing 3 and the               
built in webcam of our laptop. 

With FaceOSC the face of the user is tracked, its pose and facial gesture, such as: mouth                 
width, mouth height, left eyebrow height, right eyebrow height and position of the head              
(down, up, left, right). 

Evaluation 

We built two prototypes to evaluate them in our user study in order to find out which was the                   
best one. Five participants (3 female and 2 male, 3 of them with technical background) took                
part in this study, which ages are from 18 to 23. 

First, we explained to all of the participants all the used gestures and how to interact with the                  
application. 



Then, the participants were told to perform all of the functionalities first with one prototype               
and then with the other one. Three participants started with the second prototype and two –                
with the first. After completing all tasks they were asked to answer some questions about it. 

Some of the questions that were asked are: 

- Which set of gestures are more intuitive? 

- Which set of gestures were easier to perform? 

- What is in general the best prototype? 

- What would you change or improve? 

Results 

The results of the evaluation show us that 75% of the user found the second prototype more                 
intuitive and understandable. All of them said that it was funny to use it, instead using the                 
typical application with keyboard and mouse. 

A problem, that the participants mentioned, is that, before interacting with the application the              
gestures should be explained in order to remember all of them. 

Future work 

As a future work, we want to improve our application. In order to do that, we want to provide                   
more information about the gestures in the interface to make it more understandable for new               
users, for example change our text and color indication to images of concrete gestures. 

In addition to that, we want to include a security system to prevent errors such as trigger an                  
unwanted action.  

 

 


